
Torben Möger Pedersen joins PCCP’s Advisory Board 
 

  
 

Torben Möger Pedersen, Chief Executive Officer of PensionDanmark has recently joined the 

advisory board of Paradigm Change Capital Partners LLP (PCCP). 

 

Dima Rifai, PCCP CEO, welcomed the appointment saying: “We are delighted that Torben is 

joining our board. His extensive experience in the pensions industry, coupled with his 

outstanding innovation in low carbon investments, perfectly complement PCCP’s business 

activities. His leadership in allocating to and investing directly in low carbon infrastructure 

assets is particularly aligned with the work PCCP has been undertaking with its institutional 

clients. As this shift gains momentum and investors explore various ways of gaining 

exposure to this asset class, PCCP looks forward to Torben’s advice and insights.” 

 

Torben Möger Pedersen says: “Renewable energy infrastructure has proven to be an 

excellent substitute to traditional investments such as governmental bonds for pension 

funds. Now more than ever, pension funds can play an active role in bridging the financing 

gap, in order to meet the ambitious renewables targets set out by governments. I have 

admired PCCP’s work for some time now and have a high regard for their detailed industry 

understanding, with the resulting ability to innovate clever and cost effective solutions. I look 

forward to supporting their endeavours in expanding this nascent market. 

 

Torben Möger Pedersen is CEO of PensionDanmark, a not-for-profit labour market pension 

fund with €19bn currently under management, which has recently been awarded the Best 

European Pension Fund by IPE. 

  

He holds a number of board memberships including the Danish Insurance Association and 

Concito, Denmark’s Green Think Tank. From 1991 to 2011 he was chairman of the board at 

Dagbladet Information, a Danish daily newspaper.  Simultaneously, and from 2002 to 2007, 

he was a board member at The Danish Economic Society. Since June 2012 Torben has 

been a member of the Danish Government’s Climate and Energy Growth Team.  

 

Torben is joining the PCCP’s advisory team alongside Stewart Bennet (Partner at Ondra 

Partners), Wolfgang Engshuber (Chairman of UNPRI and former CAO of Munich RE 



America), Simon Currie (Global Head of Norton Rose Energy Practice), Reyad Fezzani 

(Chairman at Energy Finance Company, former Chief Executive of BP Solar and Chairman 

of Tata-BP Solar), Graham O’Keeffe (Founder of Joy Capital and board member of several 

technology companies) and Jigar Shah (founder of SunEdison and former CEO of Carbon 

War Room). 

 

 

For further details please contact: 

 

Paradigm Change Capital Partners LLP 

 

info@paradigmchagecp.com 

  

 

Paradigm Change Capital Partners LLP (PCCP) is a specialist financial services firm 

focussed on the Low Carbon sector, with expertise in advising investors on low 

carbon investments and designing specialised collective funding vehicles to access 

such investments 
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